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The present invention relates to work layout 
jigs and the like and has more particular refer 
ence to what is preferably referred to herein as 
an improved template, the latter being expressly 
adapted to assist carpenters in assembling, set 
ting, and Squaring timbers to facilitate the steps 
Of accurately nailing the same together to form 
an Openwork frameWork. 
When building the framework of a small house 

Wherein Wooden joists, rafters, plates and the 
like are used, certain of the frames are pre-fabri 
cated on the job before they are erected and per 
manently nailed together in room forming rela 
tionship. For example, a Wertical side fraine will 
be made up of two-by-four studs nailed between 
a header plate and a sole plate. To do this, the 
plates and Studs are laid on the ground and nails 
are driven through the plates into the ends of 
the Studs with the studs at right angles to the 
plates. There has long been a need for a re 
liable template to facilitate this step and to, 
more importantly, make it possible to use more 
Or leSS untrained hands in a SSembling and nailing 
up the frames for quick erection purposes. It 
is therefore the object of the instant invention to 
provide a One-piece ready-to-use accurate and 
reliable template in which manufacturers, users 
and others Will find their principal needs amply 
met, contained and Successfully available. 

In carrying out a preferred embodiment of the 
invention a One-piece template is utilized and this 
is characterized by angle iron means which is 
applicable to a principal timber and which is pro 
Vided With a plurality of complemental fixed 
abutments or lugs which latter are adapted to 
function as Spacing and gauging elements where 
by to permit a plurality of complemental timbers 
to be conveniently and accurately racked into 
position in relation to the principal timber and 
With all of Said timbers thus assembled, making 
it possible for One to nail them permanently into 
frame forming relationship. 
More Specifically, the invention has to do with 

simple and practical template means for use in 
assembling, Setting and Squaring complemental 
timbers which are to be nailed together to pro 
wide an openWork framework Which is charac 
terized by an angle iron adapted to be temporar 
ily capped over a Sole plate, top plate Or equiva 
lent marginal timber for orientation of companion 
joists, stud timbers and rafterS, and Studs carried 
by one flange of said angle iron and projecting 
at a predetermined angle therefrom, Said Studs 
serving to abut coacting terminals of Said joists 
and further serving to locate and hold said termi 
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2 
rials in definite spaced positions relative to one 
another, whereby said sole plate, for example, 
may be accurately nailed to a plurality of joists 
with the latter duly squared and in set positions 
relative to said sole plate. 
Other objects and advantages will become more 

readily apparent from the following description 
and accompanying illustrative diaWings. 
In the accompanying sheet of drawings: 
Figure 1 is a plan view, with portions broken 

away and shown in Section; 
Figure 2 is a fragmentary section on the plane 

of the line 2-2 of Figure 1, 
Figure 3 is a perspective view of the template 

per Se. 
In the drawings the one-piece template is an 

elongated angle iron unit 4 and this is charac 
terized by complemental right angularly disposed 
fianges 6 and 8 respectively. The flange 6 is 
provided with a plurality of nail holes to to ac 
commodate temporary tacking nails. 2, as best 
shown in Figure 2. Flange 8, at longitudinally 
spaced points, is provided with notches or open 
ings 4 which serve to permit the timbers to be 
brought into abutting contact for nailing. This 
may be best understood by referring to Figure 1 
wherein one timber, say the sole plate 16, is 
adapted to be nailed to the complemental two 
inch joists, rafters, studs or the like 8. For 
satisfactory results, flange means 8 is provided 
With outstanding pairs of guides and abutments 
and these are in the form of Spaced paralliel lugs 
2- -20. The lugs are sufficiently long to emi 
brace the end portions 22 of the studs 8. By 
fitting the stud-ends between the lugs and then 
passing the said ends through the openings 4, 
the timbers take the right angular relationship 
shown in Figure 1, a SSunning, of course, that the 
angle iron means 4 has been placed OVer the tin 
ber 6 and tacked thereto as best shown in Fig 
ure 2. With a plurality of Studs racked in place 
against the principal timber One may conven 
iently and quickly nail the respective timbers 
together in open frame relationship. Single en 
gaging and abutting studs 24 may be provided 
on the opposite or Outer ends of Said angle iron 
means to Serve as Squares as ShoWn best in Fig 
lure 1. 
The overall template may be characterized as 

possessed of two aspects. For example, in a 
generic sense, the structure is an angle iron which 
is adapted to be temporarily tacked on a lengthy 
timber wherein one flange, let us say the verti 
cal flange, has a plurality of OutStanding lugs 
arranged either singly or in pairs, the lugs be 
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ing abutments to assist in racking and setting 
other timbers in nailing position in relation to 
the first named timber. Specifically, one aspect 
of the invention has to do with an angle iron 
which has a pair of lugs at opposite ends ex 
tending out at right angles from one flange Say 
the flange 8 and the lugs being at 24. Here a 
template is had which serves to Square up mar 
ginal timbers, for example, the timber 26 of Fig 
ure 1 in relation to the end portion of the tim 
ber 6. More specifically, novelty is predicated 
on the flanges 6 and 8 at right angles to each 
other With the flange 8 having longitudinally 
spaced openings for timbers 8 and With out 
standing solid spaced parallel lugs 20 on the 
same flange 8 on opposite sides of the opening 4. 
A careful consideration of the foregoing de 

scription in conjunction with the invention as 
illustrated in the drawings will enable the reader 
to obtain a clear understanding and impression 
of the alleged features of merit and novelty Sufi 
cient to clarify the construction of the invention 
as hereinafter claimed. 
Minor changes in shape, size, materials and 

rearrangement of parts may be resorted to in 
actual practice So long as no departure is made 
from the invention as claimed. 

Having described the invention, 
claimed as new is: 

1. A layout template for assembling and nail 
ing timbers together comprising an elongated 
angle iron, One flange of said angle iron being 
provided at longitudinally spaced points with 
timber Openings each of which is adapted to ac 
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4. 
commodate and seat an end portion of a coact 
ing piece of timber and being further provided, 
on opposite sides of each opening with a pair of 
outstanding spaced parallel timber positioning 
and racking lugs. 

2. A template for assembling, Space-gauging 
and retaining a plurality of timbers in angular 
open frame forming relationship comprising an 
elongated angle iron adapted to be placed Over 
and temporarily fastened to a timber, one flange 
of said angle iron being provided with right 
angularly disposed lugs, the lugs being at the 
extreme outer ends of Said flange and flush With 
said outer ends and adapted to function as tim 
ber setting and squaring members to facilitate 
nailing of the timbers together, Said one flange 
being provided at longitudinally spaced points 
with openings adapted to accommodate and seat 
an end of a piece of timber and being further 
provided, on opposite sides of Said openings, With 
pairs of outstanding Spaced parallel timber rack 
ing lugs. 
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